Traditional_SLENDER
12" Sirupate (Advance)
Improved or advanced feature of the SiruPate makes it an attractive kukri than just a mere hard cutting tool..











BLADE SIZE: 12 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 560 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 775 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1125 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Domestic use, Hunting, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Regular work
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu
CATEGORY: Traditional_SLENDER
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

It is an improved design of the famous SiruPate models; built newer, fresher and better than the regular ones. The
unique white wood handle of the blade and white frog with faste-up lace distinguish this SiruPate from its siblings and
others. These improved or advanced features of the 12” SiruPate also makes it an attractive kukri and more than just a
mere hard cutting tool.
The shape is actually the influence of the maker from a leaf called “Siru Paat” found in the hilly regions of Nepal.
Since the shape of the knife highly resembles the leaf the name is given so.
The 12” semi-polished long blade of 12” SiruPate gives better coverage and hence better performance. Also, since the
blade is slender the over-weight (hard to handle) issue is satisfactorily take care of. The improved scabbard has a
loosen-up fastening frog for the belt to go through to fasten as required. Plus, the lanyard loop fixed at the tip of the
scabbard prevents the kukri from wobbling around the thigh portion while in motion.
The effortlessness, easiness and effectiveness of 12” Sirupate Advanced make this knife important and functional, be it
in indoor or outdoor or even in untamed sites.
Materials / Features:

Water buffalo leather scabbard with white (cream) lace frog, White wood handle, 2 x small knives

ChainPure (Domestic)
ChainPures go for a slimmer and lighter version rather than the heavy type, as using and carrying works better and
easier with it..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 450 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 650 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 950 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic use, Gift, Regular work
ORIGIN: Chainpur (Far Eastern Nepal)
CATEGORY: Traditional_SLENDER
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

The Chainpur village in the Eastern part of Nepal where this knife is made has their own exclusive khukuri called the
“ChainPure” named after their home village “ChainPur”. ChainPures go for a slimmer and lighter version rather than
the heavy types since using and carrying works better and easier with it. Since a khukuri in a life of a rural farmer
remains with him in most of his life and his livelihood a lighter, swifter and more mobile khukuri would make life and
job easier. Moreover he is always overwhelmed with load so a light khukuri would not be a problem to carry along, this
is the main theme of the ChainPurs’ ChainPure khukuri.
This typical village khukuri knife has a distinct notch unlike others. The open notch in most of the knives is discarded
and instead made a see-through hole in the shape of a cow’s hoof, which is holy in Nepal. The hole or notch also
symbolizes the “Symbol of Fertility” sign, when the blade is held upright - believed to be holy as it signifies the great
lord “the Shiva”. Since all ChainPures are “Hindus” the unique and religious notch is believed to bring good luck,
fortune, prosperity and salvation. A nozzle is also forged just in front of the notch to work as a blood dripper. A
ChainPure khukuri is basically a domestic utility knife for the ChainPures, nonetheless having a blood dripper is no
harm when blood really has to be shed.
The Chainpure also has a differently made handle. The regular metallic bolster is discarded and replaced by an aceshaped keeper to secure the tang at the butt section. Fine contours of the handle also provide easy and strong hold.

The blade has beautiful patterns along the upper shoulder and has sharp (pointed) peak to match with the overall
slender look (design) of the knife.
Light yet effective and efficient - less stressful, easier and faster handling - widely used for domestic and household
purpose.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood handle, 2 x small knives

Chitlange (Superior)
The newer, nicer, better and superior version of the Chainpures..











BLADE SIZE: 12 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 625 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 875 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1225 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Domestic use, Fighting, Jungle Warfare, Regular work, Stabbing
ORIGIN: Chainpur (Far Eastern Nepal)
CATEGORY: Traditional_SLENDER
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

This is the newer, nicer and better version of the Chainpure khukuri. The shape/design of the knife is made like that of
the Chainpure however with improved and superior execution. The forging of the blade with large bevel from the tip all
the way down to the notch makes the kukri very special and rare as this is a difficult process of crafting even for the
skilled craftsman costing him more effort and time. The large elongated bevel is forged to withstand the hardest blow,
severe impact and to make cutting easier and more effective. The bulky bevel also works as an "I Beam" system where
it absorbs the impact and gives less tension to the blade and also cuts down unnecessary weight of the blade. The
wooden handle is also nicely made for easier grip. The handle’s shape flares as it finishes towards the butt cap. The rat
tail tang is secured with keeper peened over at the brass pommel cap.

The buffalo leather case is given the newer and nicer touch too. The front body of the scabbard is made triangular
which the signature of a Chitlange khukuri. The hole in the ricasso near to the nozzle of the blade is also the trademark
of the khukuri. It signifies the footmark of a cow that is holy in Nepal.
Chitlange Superior is truly an all rounder; a collective, cutting and exhibiting item.
Materials / Features:
Special triangular water buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood handle, 2 x small knives

Chitlange the Savior
Built as a basic and necessary survival cutting tool for out in the jungle and its harshness..











BLADE SIZE: 15 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 850 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1150 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1650 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Outdoor, Regular work, Show Piece,Stabbing
ORIGIN: Chainpur (Far Eastern Nepal)
CATEGORY: Traditional_SLENDER
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

The name says it all; the knife belongs to the famous and beautiful “Chitlange” family and is built as a basic and
necessary survival cutting tool for out in the jungle and its harshness. This 15” long bladed khukuri that offers
maximum coverage (single clean stroke) supported by a very special and strong handle the “Panawal” (full flat tang
with rivets) version, is the khukuri to be with in a situation where the nature displays her rage over mankind and when
the wilderness reveals its reality. The only desire to survive and sustain when lost and lonely out in the wild is served
by the “Chitlange the Savior” since it can aid the necessary survival activities needed to survive and adopt
exceptionally well.
This is the newer, nicer and better version of the Chainpure khukuri and in fact of all the “Chitlanges”. The

shape/design of the knife is made like that of the Chainpure, however with improved and superior execution. The
forging of the blade with large bevel from the tip all the way down to the notch makes the kukri very special and rare,
as this is a difficult process of crafting even for the skilled craftsman costing him more effort and time. The large
elongated bevel is forged to withstand the hardest blow, deliver severe impact and to make cutting much easier and
more effective. The bulky bevel also works as an "I Beam" system where it observes the impact and gives less tension
to the blade and also cuts down unnecessary weight of the blade.
The handle is also adequately made for easier grip. The contour of the wooden handle is such that the best possible grip
is offered by it. Its shape extends wider as it finishes towards the butt cap to facilitate an easy and effective grip. The
full flat tang of the blade goes all the way through the unique handle which is secured by rivets on both sides and
further fixed by steel pommel. The flat tang can also been seen on the sides of the handle. Special attention and effort is
given into the making of the handle to achieve maximum enduring strength and solid durability.
The buffalo leather case is given the newer and nicer touch too. The front body (Panel) of the scabbard is triangular
which is the signature of a Chitlange khukuri. The hole in the ricasso, just above the nozzle of the blade is also the
trademark of the khukuri. It signifies the footmark of a cow that is believed to be holy in Nepal. The metallic tip fixed
in the scabbard gives protection and prettiness to the overall look of the knife.
Materials / Features:
Special water buffalo leather scabbard, large effectual bevel polished blade, Indian rosewood full flat tang riveted
handle, 2 x special small knives

SiruPate (Slender)
Renowned among Nepalese because of its historic background and beautiful shape; recommended for those who like to
travel light..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 420 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 575 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 875 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic use, Gift, Indoor, Regular work
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: Traditional_SLENDER
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

“SiruPate” is a vocabulary Nepalese word derived from a leaf’s name found in the hill areas of Nepal. “Siru” is the
plant’s name and leaf of it is called “Paat”. Since the shape of the Siru’s leaf inspires the shape of the SiruPate khukuri,
the name is given so.
In the rural villages of hillside of Nepal farmers carry out their daily domestic and livelihood work always carrying a
khukuri knife. Therefore a need for a handy, functional and mobile khukuri becomes necessary that would indeed assist
to accomplish an objective. Since a SiruPate is slender, lighter and handier - making it more practical than other
khukuris, farmers prefer it and rely on it. The knife not only helps a farmer do his daily profession but also safe guards
him from imminent threats and danger from wild animals while in woods. This special bond between the user and the
khukuri keeps the user stable, strong and always at bay. The khukuri really becomes his guarding angel physically,
mentally and religiously.
A SiruPate is a slimmer and lighter compared to other kukris yet very effective. The mobility and easy-going feature of
the knife make it more special and extra than its counterparts. It is designed for daily household use and also for
outdoor. It is one of the most famous and common khukuris in Nepal, and in high demand. It is highly recommended
for those who like to travel light - equally good for gifts
SiruPate is a very traditional khukuri that is used in marriage ceremony and other religious events. It also accompanies
a male dancer to perform the traditional “Kukri Dance” in Nepal.
SiruPate comes in a basic rat-tail tang handle with wooden grip secured with brass fittings.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood handle, 2 x small knives

SiruPate 15" (Famous)
The effortless yet effective SiruPate 15” would be a great knife to pick up from when longer yet lighter functional knife
is wanted..











BLADE SIZE: 15 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 750 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1000 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1450 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Domestic Use, Fighting, Jungle Warfare, Regular work
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: Traditional_SLENDER
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

“SiruPate” is a typical Nepalese word derived from a leaf’s name found in the hill areas of Nepal. “Siru” is the plant’s
name and leaf of it is called “Paat”. Since the shape of the Siru’s leaf inspires the shape of the SiruPate khukuri, the
name is given so. SiruPate is a very traditional khukuri that is used in marriage ceremony and other religious events. It
also accompanies a male dancer to perform the traditional “Kukri Dance” in Nepal.
In the rural villages of hillside of Nepal farmers carry out their daily domestic and livelihood work always carrying a
khukuri knife. Therefore a need for a handy, functional and mobile khukuri becomes necessary, that would indeed
assist to accomplish an objective. Since a SiruPate is slender, lighter and handier - making it more practical than other
khukuris, farmers prefer it and rely on it. The knife not only helps a farmer do his daily profession but also safe guards
him from imminent threats and danger from wild animals while in woods. This special bond between the user and the
khukuri keeps the user stable, strong and always at bay. The khukuri really becomes his guarding angel physically,
mentally and religiously.
A SiruPate is a slimmer and lighter compared to other kukris yet very effective. The mobility and easy-going feature of
the knife make it more special and extra than its counterparts. It is designed for daily household use and also for
outdoor. It is one of the most famous and common khukuris in Nepal, and thus in high demand. It is highly
recommended for those who like to travel light - equally good for gifts too. This particular SiruPate 15” is actually the
longer version of the standard SiruPate designed for more coverage and wider area so that a single swing/stroke is good
enough to get the job done. The blade is light and handy even though longer (a full 15” bladed) thus cutting is swift and
easy. It can be used as a machete to clear bush, to cut small trees and branches, to clear under-growth etc. The effortless
yet effective SiruPate 15” would be a great knife to pick up from when longer yet lighter functional knife is wanted.
This SiruPate comes in a basic rat-tail tang handle with wooden grip secured with brass fittings.

Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood handle, 2 x small knives

SiruPate Slim UNP (Handy)
A SiruPate or a slimmer version that is unpolished, made of rough use...











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 435 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 600 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 900 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic use, Indoor, Outdoor, Regular work, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: Traditional_SLENDER
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

Its defined name says it all; a SiruPate version or a slim version that is unpolished and made of rough use. Since this
unpolished khukuri also skips the long machinery process of getting shinned the initial temper is retained making the
edge of the blade strong, hard and healthy. This totally unpolished khukuri has unpolished fixtures to offer better grip
and tough look.
“SiruPate” is a typical Nepalese word derived from a leaf’s name found in the hill areas of Nepal. “Siru” is the plant’s
name and leaf of it is called “Paat”. Since the shape of the Siru’s leaf inspires the shape of the SiruPate khukuri, the
name is given so.
In the rural villages of hillside of Nepal farmers carry out their daily domestic and livelihood work always carrying a
khukuri knife. Therefore a need for a handy, functional and mobile khukuri is necessary, that would indeed assist to
accomplish an objective. Since a SiruPate is slender, lighter and handier, making it more practical than other khukuris
farmers prefer it and rely on it. The knife not only helps a farmer do his daily profession but also safe guards him from
imminent threats and danger from wild animals while in woods. This special bond between the user and the khukuri
keeps the user stable, strong and always at bay. The khukuri really becomes his guarding angel physically, mentally

and religiously.
A SiruPate is a slimmer and lighter compared to other kukris yet very effective. The mobility and easy-going feature of
the knife make it more special and extra than its counterparts. It is designed for daily household use and also for
outdoor. It is one of the most famous and common khukuris in Nepal, and in high demand. It is highly recommended
for those who like to travel light, equally good for gifts too.
SiruPate comes in a basic rat-tail tang handle with wooden grip secured with brass fittings. A simple normal leather
scabbard with a lanyard loop for thigh leather cord /string and a single belt-loop frog is fixed.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, Indian rosewood handle, 2 x small knives

